Abstract -Recent production system applications have been experiencing exceedingly difficult software maintenance problems. This is because the control of rule firings has been buried in the production rules themselves. To cope with this problem, we propose a met&-level control architecture for production systems, where procedural programming languages, such as Lisp and C, are employed to explicitly describe the control plans of production systems. The key idea of the architecture is to view production systems as a collection of independent rule processes, each of which monitors the global database and performs actions when its conditions are satisfied by the database. Procedural Control Macros (PCMs), which are based on Hoare's CSP, are then introduced into procedural pr ogramming languages to establish communication with the collection of rule processes.
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I. IN~~OUC~I~N
A FTER a decade of research into production systems, a number of expert systems are now in their maintenance phases. While the performance improvement of production systems has been widely studied [7] , [15] , [16] , [18] , [20] , the readability and maintainability of application programs has not yet been well investigated. Soloway et al. [22] has reported that 50 percent of XCON's rules are updated every year. One of the major reported difficulties of maintaining such largescale expert systems is that the execution control of rule firings, either implicit or explicit, is buried in the rules themselves.
The execution control of production systems can be classified into two categories: 1) conflict resolution, which deter-As a result, expert system builders have been forced to embed control information into rules through various coding techniques [3] . This paper is intended to overcome the above drawbacks as follows:
We view production systems as a collection of concurrent rule processes. Each process continuously monitors the global database and always tries to execute actions when its conditions match database entries. Accordingly, Procedural Control Macros (PCMs), which are based on Hoare's CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) [ 121, are introduced to enable control plans to adaptively communicate with production rules. Since F'CMs include nondeterministic properties, the execution order of rules is not necessarily determined in advance, but can be guided by the PCMs at runtime. Rather than creating a new control plan description language, we take the approach of allowing existing procedural languages to control production systems. The PCMs are thus embedded into procedural programming languages. Though the PCMs are functionally simple and easy to implement, they can effectively control production systems when combined with the original control facilities of the procedural programming languages.
II. BACKGROUND
Before describing our approach in detail, a brief overview of production systems and conventional procedural control techniques will be given.
A. Production Systems
A production system is defined by a set of rules or productions, called the production memory (PM), together with a database of assertions, called the working memory (WM). Assertions in the WM are called working memory elements ( WMEs) . Each rule consists of a conjunction of condition elements, called the 1ejMund side (LHS) of the rule, along with a set of actions called the righf-hand side (RHS).
The RHS specifies information which is to be added to or removed from the WM when the LHS is successfully matched with the contents of the WM. There are two kinds of condition elements: positive condition elements that are satisfied when there exists a matching WME, and negative condition elements that are satisfied when no matching WMEZ is found. Pattern variables in the LHS are consistently bound throughout the positive condition elements.
The production system interpreter repeatedly executes the following cycle of operations: 1) Match: For each rule, determine whether the LHS matches the current environment of the WM. 2) Conflict Resolution: Choose exactly one of the matching instances of the rules, called instantiations, according to some predefined criterion, called a conflict resolution strategy. 3) Act: Add to or remove from the WM all assertions as specified by the RHS of the selected rule.
In the RETE algorithm [7] , the left-hand sides of rules are transformed into a special kind of data-flow network. The network consists of one-input nodes, two-input nodes, and terminal nodes. The one-input node represents an intra-con&ion test or selection, which corresponds to an individual condition element. The two-input node represents an infer-condition fest or join, which tests for consistent variable bindings between condition elements.
When a WME is added to (or removed from) the WM, a token which represents the action is passed to the network. First, the intra-condition tests are performed on one-input nodes. Assume the token is matched to a positive condition element.' The matched token is then stored in (or removed from) alpha-memories, and copies of the token are passed down to successors of the one-input nodes. The inter-condition tests (join operations) are subsequently executed at two-input nodes. The tokens arriving at a two-input node are compared against the tokens in the memory of the opposite side branch. Paired tokens with consistent variable bindings are then stored in (or removed from) beta-memories, and copies of the paired tokens are passed down to subsequent successors. Tokens reaching the terminal nodes are called instantiutions and activate corresponding rules.
B. Conventional Coding Techniques
In production systems, multiple rules communicate with each other through the WM. While this model is well suited to represent independent chunks of declarative knowledge, various coding tricks are required when implementing procedural control transfers from rules to rules. The procedural coding techniques for procedural control can be classified into the following two categories:
Explicit control describes the execution order of rules explicitly. The common method is to embed data dependencies into rules. A special WME is introduced so that one rule creates the WME and another rule refers to it. Since explicit control requires additional conditions and actions, the rules become more complex. Furthermore, since related descriptions are embedded into different rules, rules that seem independent at first glance may tightly depend on each other. These additional interrelationships decrease the readability of production system programs. Implicit control realizes procedural control through conflict resolution strategies [19] . Note that conflict resolution was originally introduced to describe the search strategies. However, since a large part of application programs do not require a state space search, conflict resolution is often used for implicit procedural control. In this technique, though rules can retain their simplicity, the control structure hidden behind rules becomes very difficult to understand. Fig. 1 Explicit control can be seen in pre-selection, which should be the first of the three rules to be fued. This firing order is guaranteed by the special WMJZ counter, which is created by pre-selection and referenced by the other two rules, i.e., dam dependency relationships are embedded into the rules. The counter is also used to control the loop in selection-heuristics in which the RHS increments the counter, while the LHS checks it as the exit condition of the loop.
Implicit control can be seen in post-selection. This rule should not be fired until the 100 goods have been selected. To guarantee this, the post-selection rule is written so that it is to be the last rule selected, i.e., the LHS of post-selection subsumes the LHS of selection-heuristics.
Since the OPS5 conflict resolution strategy gives higher priority to more specific rules, post-selection is not fired until all goods have been selected.
To reduce the difficulty created by conventional coding techniques, recent expert system building toois provide various control facilities for production systems. These facilities explicitly specify the priorities of rules, transfer the control between sets of rules, called rulesets, or enable users to define their own conflict resolution strategies. However, unguided utilization of these new control facilities often decreases the readability of production systems. A more direct approach should be taken to solve the control problem, that is, to separate the description of procedural control from declarative production rules.
III. PROCEDURAL CONTROL MACROS
We have realized the procedural control of production systems by introducing four PCMs into procedural programming languages: two rule invocation macros for executing a single rule; the rule selection macro for selecting one executable rule from multiple candidates; and the plan definition macro for developing large-scale rule-based systems. Though these macros can be embedded into any procedural language, we use Common Lisp as the base language in the following examples.2 This section describes all the macros currently available. Though we can introduce more PCMs, we currently think the macros presented here are enough to describe complex control plans when combined with the original Common Lisp language facilities such as dotimes, etc.
A. Rule Invocation 1) ?-Macro. Since rules can be viewed as independent processes, the ?-macro, which is based on the CSP input command, is introduced to invoke a single rule. 
I
This macro executes the specified rule, and returns t when the conditions of the rule are satisfied. Otherwise the ?-macro monitors the WM and waits for data changes until the conditions of the rule are satisfied Thus, the ?-macro is capable of firing rules in dynamically changing environments. For example, data received from sensors in real-time expert systems or from students in interactive tutoring systems are easily handled by ?-macros.
2) $-Macro. The $-macro is introduced to abandon rule invocation when the conditions of the specified rule are not satisfied. In this case, the $-macro returns nil. Its syntax is the same as that of the ?-macro.
($ rule-name [variable-binding. . . I )
Conventional coding techniques for procedural control can be easily represented by using $-macros in procedural languages. The following two examples written in Lisp represent sequential and conditional rule executions (by utilizing the progn special form and the cond macro of Lisp, respectively).
Since $-macros allow users to utilize the original control facilities of procedural languages, various coding tricks to embed control information into rules are no longer required. For example, the program shown in Fig. 1 can be dramatically simplified: the pre/post-selection rules and the counter operations in selection-heuristics are replaced by the following control plan (which is written using the dotimes macro of Lisp).
3) Communication between plans and rules. Communication between rule invocation macros and production rules is realized by specifying the variable-bindings. Variables in rules are called pattern variables, while in plans they are plan variables. Two kinds of communication are possible as follows:
From plans to rules: Control plans can restrict variable bindings in the rule to be fired For example, the following ?-macro filters instantiations by restricting the value of the pattern variable last to the value of form.
(? selection-heuristics :last form)
As a result, only rule instantiations with the variable binding of last= form are allowed to be fired. From rules to plans: Rules can bind plan variables to the values of pattern variables. For example, in the following case, after executing selection-heuristics, the value of the pattern variable last is transferred to the plan-variable.
(let ((plan-variable *U*)) (? selection-heuristics :last plan-variable))
This data transfer is performed only when the plan-variable is unbound. The unbound state is indicated by the special plan variable *u* .
These communication facilities can keep rules independent from control plans. During the communication between plans and rules, rules do not depend on plans, but plans filter rule instantiations or access values held in the rules.
B. Rule Selection
The production system interpreter tests the LHSs of multiple rules simultaneously and selects one executable rule through conflict resolution. This fundamental mechanism cannot be realized by any combination of the rule invocation macros and the original control facilities of procedural programming languages. For viewing control plans as a natural extension of conventional production system interpreters, we created the rule selection macro (select-macro), which is influenced by the CSP guarded command and alternative command.
The select-macro selects one executable rule from the specified rule-invocation macros as follows: l When several rules become executable, the select-macro requests the production system interpreter to choose one rule through conflict resolution. If some rule is invoked, then it returns the value of the subsequent form. l However, if there is no executable rule and if the select-macro only contains $-macros, it returns nil. On the other hand, if there is no executable rule and if the select-macro contains some ?-macros, it waits for data changes.
l If there is no executable rule and if the otherwise clause is specified, then even though ?-macros exist, the select-macro evaluates the otherwise clause, and returns the value of the form.3
The rule selection macro is simple, but it can represent the behavior of conventional production system interpreters. For example, the interpreter for the rules in Fig. 1 can be expressed as follows:
This control plan repeatedly executes the three rules until no rule can be fired. Since select-macros can appear at any place in the control plans, and any Lisp forms can appear in select-macros, we can easily extend conventional production system interpreters and invoke them from anywhere in the control plans.
C. Plan Definition
When the rule base grows, the control plan becomes larger. The defilan-macro is introduced to decompose a large control plan into several modules.
(defplanplan-name () (use ruleset-name . . . ) form. . . )
Each defplan-macro defines a plan module. The rule invocation/selection macros can appear only within the defplan-macro. The related rulesets should be declared at the beginning of the defplan-macro. Any Lisp forms can appear in the body of defplan-macro. The control plans defined by the defplan-macros work like Lisp functions defined by defin. Control plans and Lisp functions can invoke each other without any restriction.
In conventional tools, rulesets are defined as units for executing rules as well as for storing rules. As a result of introducing defph, we can clearly separate the two roles: ruleset now represents the unit for storing rules and defplan defines the control plan unit. In our approach, therefore, the ruleset can contain the rules that will not be executed. This new feature enables users to incrementally debug a large number of rules. Furthermore, large-scale shared rule bases become feasible: users can select the rules needed for each application from the shared rule bases by describing the control plans. Since the shared rule bases only contain declarative knowledge, the application programs (i.e., control plans) can be developed and maintained independently from the rule bases.
D. Advantages of Procedural Control Macros
Available expert system building tools often provide facilities to bridge production systems and procedural programming languages. For example, OPS5 [6] and PLl are tightly connected. In these systems, though production systems can call procedural programs in their RHSs, procedural programs have a limited ability to call production systems: procedural programs are allowed to start only whole production systems.
Modular rule-based systems have thus been proposed to statically divide an entire set of rules into multiple rule modules such as rulesets. Users can specify the control transition from one module to another [2], [5], [13] , [25] . In this approach, however, if more precise control is needed, the rule modules must become smaller. This is an undesirable result of mixing the unit for storing rules with that for control. Furthermore, if the control transfers among modules are embedded in themselves, modules that seem independent at first glance may depend on each other. When the control transfers are repre-ON KNOWLEDGE AND DATA ENGINEERING, VOL. 7, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 1995 sented in plan description languages like ATN (Augmented rules to be fired, rule-5 is excluded. The Conflict Resolution Transition Network) in [251 or the control-graph as in [2] , the phase then selects only one instantiation, rule-3. If no instantiasame drawbacks experienced when representing control plans tion remains after the Instantiation Filtering phase, the production in the Petri Net, the State Transition Diagram, or the RnV, system interpreter simply waits for the data to change. which were described in Section I, arise.
In our approach, however, the control plans can interrupt production systems at each execution cycle without statistically dividing rules into modules. Note that in all PCM definitions, form denotes an arbitrary Common Lisp form. At the same time, all PCMs can be utilized in any Common Lisp program. Therefore, by using PCMs together with available procedural languages, flexible control transfer can be explicitly specified.
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Control Plan
Production System Interpreter IV. PR~CEDURALCONTROLMECHANISM 
A. Overview of Procedural Control Mechanism
Procedural control is achieved through combining the procedural programming language, which runs control plans, and the production system interpreter, which fires rules. Fig. 2 represents the procedural control mechanism, where the Lisp and production system interpreters communicate with each other and cooperatively execute plans and rules. However, this does not mean the meta-level control architecture always requires a multi-process environment. The simple implementation is to have the procedural programming language call the production system interpreter with a PCM each time a rule is to be fired.
Note that the WM belongs to the production system interpreter, and thus control plans cannot access the WM directly. This restriction is introduced to clearly distinguish the roles of plans and rules. The following procedure determines how plans and rules are executed: 
B. Advantages of Procedural Control Mechanism
The procedural control mechanism provides the following advantages: 1) When a control plan is first invoked, the declared rulesets are loaded from the shared rule bases and compiled into an RETE network. 2) When a PCM in the control plan is evaluated, the Lisp interpreter requests the production system interpreter to fire the specified rules. 3) The production system interpreter then executes one production cycle. a) After the conflict set is created in the Match phase, comes the Instantiation Filtering phase. This phase is introduced to further restrict instantiations according to the rules and their variable bindings specified in the PCM. b) The consequent Conflict Resolution phase chooses exactly one instantiation. c) After executing the chosen instantiation in the Act phase, the production system interpreter reports to the Lisp interpreter what rule was executed. 4) The Lisp interpreter then evaluates the subsequent control plan.
l Runtime overhead is not significant. In the above mechanism, the Lisp interpreter interrupts the production system interpreter at each production cycle, but the overhead is not significant. This is because the RETE network is continuously preserved by the production system interpreter. As a result, there is no overhead in the Match phase, which consumes up to 90 percent of the total execution time. However, relatively small overheads exist in the Instantiation Filtering phase and in the communication between the Lisp and production system interpreters. Fig. 3 represents two versions of example production system programs with control plans. When introducing control plans, for example in Plan-2, the execution time increases by 20 percent because of various overheads. On the other hand, in Plan-l, since rules have been simplitied, the number of production cycles or at least the cost of the Match phase is reduced. As a result, the total execution time is reduced by 10 percent. Runtime overhead is not significant, even if a PCM is implemented as a procedural call. In fact, the evaluation result reported in Section V is based on the simplified implementation. The reason is that even with the use of procedural calls, the RETE network is continuously preserved by the production system interpreter. Fig. 2 represents an example of the Instantiation Filtering phase.
Overall mechanism can be portable. By adding small Suppose three instantiations, rule-l, rule-3, and rule-5 code segments to the existing Lisp and production system are in the conflict set. Since the select-macro restricts the three interpreters, powerful procedural control mechanisms can be realized. However, the procedural control mechanism does not require the modification of the compiler or interpreter of the existing procedural programming language. In the case of Lisp, the syntax of Lisp language can be easily extended by macros or special functions such as evalhook. Since these facilities are supported by all Common Lisp compilers and interpreters, our system is totally portable. In the case of C, it is necessary to ; plan description (defplan Plan-l 0 (use select-goods) (dotimes (i 100) ($ selectionheuristics)))
; production rules in ruleset ;
'select-goods" implement a pre-compiler to translate C programs including plan descriptions into ordinary C programs. However, since the pre-compiler can be made portable, the overall mechanism is portable.
V. EVALUATION
RJZXJLTS
We faced the same problem as XCON during the development of the intelligent tutoring system CAIRNEY [9] . This section describes the application of the proposed meta-level control architecture to the CAIRNEY rule base. The result will show that the readability and maintainability of the rule base was increased by separating control plans and declarative rules.
A. Experiments
Most commercial tutoring systems display variable teaching materials using the branching method, where the ordering of materials is precisely planned before execution. The shortcoming of this method is that a substantial volume of tutoring plans involving a large number of branches is required for implementing private lessons. CAIRNEY is a computer aided tutoring system that aims to realize private lessons appropriate to each student. CAIRNEY employs the rule-based method, in which tutoring plans are written in production rules that adaptively select the teaching materials based on the students' levels of understanding and learning histories.
The CAIRNEY project started in 1984. After refining the rule base for two years, a prototype system called MASTERS was completed in 1986. The effectiveness of this system was confirmed by 32 students in 1987 [21] . The project matured and the system was renamed CAIRNHY [9] when it was put into practical use. CAIRNEY is currently in operation at several NTT offices, and is planned to be introduced to more than 100 offices in a few years. Around 80 professionals are currently developing teaching materials which mainly address public telecommunication network operation. To date, more than 40 courses have been completed.
The CAIRNEY rule base has been rebuilt twice using different production systems over the last 10 years. Since various coding tricks were embedded into the rules, CAIRNEY started encountering serious maintenance problems. To make it easy to enhance the CAIRNEY rule base, we redescribed the rule base by utilizing the proposed meta-level control architecture.
B. Representation and Runtime Overheads
The CAIRNEY rule base currently contains approximately 500 rules. To enhance the maintainability of the rule base, we redescribed the 370 rules that were frequently executed. This effort aimed at separating the CAIRNEY rule base into procedural control plans and declarative domain rules. The tile volume and execution speed of the rules were measured both before and after the redescription. This was done to determine the representation and runtime overheads of the meta-level control architecture. The major results obtained from this experiment are summarized as follows: Representation Overheads: After redescription of the 370 rules, the file volume decreased from 100 Kbytes to 74 Kbytes, while the newly created control plans occupied 20 Kbytes. Since the total volume of the CAIRNBY rule base slightly decreased, we can safely say that no signz&zzzt representation overhead was introduced by the meta-level control architecture. Fig. 4(a) represents these results. l Runtime Overheads: We have evaluated the runtime overhead along the most frequently executed route of the CAIRNBY rule base. The route selects the teaching material to be presented next. Before the redescription, the route contained an average of 21 rule firings. After the redescription, PCMs were called 20 times, and the number of rule firings was reduced to nine. Eleven PCM calls were performed to confirm that the specified rules were not to be fired. Fig. 4(b) represents these results. The reduction in the number of rule firings almost offsets the overall overhead of the meta-level control architecture. In total, the redescribed rule base can select the next teaching material with around a 4 percent increase in overhead. Table 1 summarizes the sample performance data observed from CAIRNEY. Though the overhead depends on the application, this experiment supports our expectation: no signz@rzt rzuztimeoverhead is introduced by the meta-level control architecture. 
C. Readability and Maintainability Enhancement
Based on the redescription experiment, we tried to determine the readability and maintainability enhancement achieved by the meta-level control architecture. The original and redescribed rule bases were precisely investigated and compared. Furthermore, the amount of effort required by a version-up of the CAIRNEY rule base was measured for both rule bases. The version-up aimed to reflect a dozen user requests. The evaluation results indicated the impact of introducing the me&level control architecture.
Readability Enhancement: Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of the me&level control architecture on the number of rules. The original 370 rules were reduced to 310 rules: 71 rules were eliminated and I1 rules were created. Sixty of the 71 rules contained only control information, and thus were replaced by the control plans. This concentration improved the readability of both the control plans and production rules.
It is important to note that 11 more rules were deleted, though they contained declarative knowledge. This is because the redescription revealed that the declarative knowledge in the rules was redundant; since the rules had to be fired in different contexts, different control information was embedded into the rules. Thus, it should be pointed out that the meta-level control architecture not only concentrates the embedded control information into control plans, but also eliminates the duplication of declarative knowledge that often causes maintenance problems. Fig. 6 represents the effect of the redescription on the complexity of each rule. The number of condition/action elements of the remaining rules were reduced by 42 percent. This fact shows that the meta-level control architecture not only reduces the number of rules but also significantly simplifies the complexity of each rule. Maintainability Enhancement: Fig. 7 shows the volume of rules and plans that were referenced by expert system. builders during the version-up of the CAIRNEY rule base. We consider that the reference volume represents the cost of understanding both control and declarative knowledge during the maintenance process. Fig. 7(a) indicates that the total number of referenced rules and plans is reduced by 38 percent, while Fig. 7(b) shows that the number of referenced lines decreased by 19 percent. However, the effect of the meta-level control is not limited to these numbers. It is important to remember that the control information was buried throughout the original rule base. After redescription, however, the control information was gathered into the control plans and took up 20 Kbytes. By comparing the version-up process for the original rule base to that of the control plans, it appears that the reference volume necessary to understand the control flow of the CAIR-NEY rule base was reduced by 71 percent to 85 percent. The above measurements confirm that the meta-level control architecture significantly reduces the effort needed to maintain production systems.
VI. CONCLUSION We have proposed a meta-level control architecture which employs procedural programming languages to control production systems. Since control knowledge becomes concentrated into control plans, production rules are only used to describe declarative knowledge. The proposed meta-level control architecture is superior to previous solutions such as using the State Transition Diagrams, the Petri Nets, or modular rule-based systems in three ways: l The procedural control facilities of procedural programming languages can be utilized. Since the control facilities have been continually enhanced, utilizing them is advantageous both for implementing a new control plan description language and having it widely acceptable. Moreover, the control facilities can be utilized without statistically dividing rules into small modules. The Procedural Control Macros are easier to implement than the State Transition Diagrams or the Petri Nets. Our unique contribution is in utilizing existing procedural programming language for controlling production systems. To naturally bridge two different language systems, we have introduced several PCMs based on Hoare's CSP. Though the introduced several PCMs are not intelligent, both tool vendors and expert system developers can create more intelligent control macros by using PCMs and Common Lisp macro facilities. No conventional approach allows this flexibility. l The readability and maintainability of production systems are improved without significant representation or runtime overheads. The control plans can be efficiently compiled by procedural language compilers, and thus the increase in overheads is minimized. Furthermore, it has been shown that the effect of simplifying rules can offset the total overheads imposed by the meta-level control architecture.
During our ten year experience with production systems, we have heard many complaints about the representation ability of production systems. When trying to apply a new declarative programming paradigm, production system users have been forced to describe procedural knowledge in a declarative representation form. We believe that the proposed architecture will enable users to fully realize the benefits of the production system paradigm without any significant representation or runtime overheads. ON 
